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0. INTRODUCTION
The concept of a combinatorial decomposition of a graded K algebra was
introduced by Baclawski-Garsia [4], and they showed that every (finitelygenerated) graded K algebra has such a decomposition. The purpose of this
paper is to prove some general properties of combinatorial decompositions,
which are useful for finding such decompositions. We then show how to
compute combinatorial decompositions for a class of rings based on
simplicial complexes. This class of rings is utilized in the theory of
lexicographic rings. ([ 31). Another interesting consequence of our
investigation (Section 4) is a ring-theoretic interpretation of the homology
groups of a triangulated compact manifold.
Throughout the paper we use N for the semigroup of nonnegative integers
and K to denote a field; and, unless specified otherwise, cohomology will
always be computed with coefficients in K. Moreover, most rings will be
finitely generated N’-graded K algebras for some 1. For such a ring R, we
write R, or XsR for the graded part of multidegree S E N’. We will think of
S as a multisubset of [I] = (l,..., 1). The Hilbert series of R is the power
series H(R; t) = H(R; t, ,..., t,) = &ER\I, dim,(zsR) tS, where tS is the
(multiset) product JJ IES ti. The Krull dimension of R is the order of the pole
at t = 1 of the power series H(R; t,..., t). Given two power series F(t) and
G(t) in the samevariables t ,,..., t,, we write F(t) < G(t) to mean that a, < b,
for every S E N’, where F(t) = C a, tS and G(t) = 2 6, tS.
Given two homogeneous ideals I and J of R, the ideal quotient is the
homogeneous ideal (I: J) = (f E R 1fI E J}, A related concept is the
annihilator of a homogeneous ideal Z in a graded R-module N, given by
an%(O= isENI&=(O)l
([ll).
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It is convenient to use the following notation: The (reduced) Betti numbers
of a simplicial complex A are the dimensions &A) = dim, #(A, K). The
(reduced) Euler
characteristic
of A is the alternating
sum
p(A) = Ci”= _ 1 (-1)’ &(A). F or a statement & we write x(M’) for the
indicator of &, i.e., x(d) = 0, if J/ is false, =l, if d is true.

1. COMBINATORIAL

DECOMPOSITIONS

The key concept of this paper is the following.
DEFINITION
1.1. Let R be a finitely generated graded K algebra. A
combinatorial decomposition of R is a triple (19,Y, k), where

(a) B = (0, ,..., 0,) is a homogeneous system of parameters (or frame)
of R, the elements of which are called quasigenerators;
(b) 9 is a set of homogeneous elements called separators of R; and
(c) k: 9 --t (0, l,..., r} is a function called the level function;
such that the following conditions hold:
(1)
(2)

the image of 9 is a basis of R/(0,,..., S,);
d = {v nf?/ 0;’ 1q E Y and ni E N) is a basis of R; and

(3)

for every rl E 9, v(&(~)+, ,..., 8,) c 69,,..., e,,,,).

We write Sq = {q E 9 1k(q) < I} for the separators having level at most 1.
The proof of existence of combinatorial
decompositions used in [4,
Theorem 2.11 constructed the frame and the separator set Sq simultaneously
and inductively on 1. In practice it is more convenient to begin with a frame
that (we hope) will be the set of quasigenerators for a combinatorial
decomposition. The following result shows where to look for the separators
in this case:
Let (e, ,..., 6’,) be a frame for the graded K algebra R. Write A(I) for the R
module R/(0 i ,..., B,), and let M(1, m) = {fE A(f) lfgi g, ... g, = 0 for every
sequence g, , g, ,..., g, E A(I)+ }. The modules M(Z, m) form an ascending
sequence of submodules of A(Z) and hence the sequence eventually stabilizes;
define M(I) to be the limiting module of this sequence.
THEOREM

1.2. Let (0, 9, k) be a combinatorial decomposition of R.
then the image of x in A(f) forms a basis of M(1).

If

I< r = K dim(R),

Proof: By Definition
1.1(3), the image q of q E Y; in A(I) is in
and let g E A(l) be
ann,,,,(e, 1i > 1). Let m = max{deg(q) 1t] E P},
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homogeneous of degree at least m + 1. Then we may write g uniquely in the
form

where each polynomial
every y E -14 satisfies
g E A(I) of sufficiently
To prove that q is

p, has no constant term since deg( g) > deg(q). Since
TE ann,(,, (~9~1i > Z), it follows that $jg = 0 for every
high degree. Hence y E M(Z, m + 1) E: M(Z).
a basis of M(1) we need

LEMMA
1.3. Zf h E (8, ,..., 8,) is written as a linear combination of
elements of $7, then every term q n,“i:’ t?? that appears in h satisfies n, # 0
for some i E [t].

Proof. We use induction on t, the case t = 0 being trivial. Write
h = Ci=r hiei and expand each hi as a linear combination of elements of &.
Thus

h= i c wi,,(e,,...,4J ei,
i=l

qe.Y

where pi,, are polynomials in the indicated variables. Those terms in this
expression which have k(q) > i are already linear combinations of elements
of d with no more expansion required. Thoss terms involving a product rBi,
where k(q) < i, must again be expanded. However, by Definition 1.1(3), we
have qei E (0, ,..., e,&,
and hence by induction on t we know that if
k(v) < i, then wi,,,(BI,..., ok,,,)) Bi is a linear combination of elements of d
all of which have a factor from { 8, ,..., 8,,,,} E (0, ,..., t9,}. The lemma then
follows.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let g E M(1). By Lemma 1.3, g is a
unique linear combination of the elements of 6 = {f nr2/+, t97 1r E %4c,
nj > 0). We wish to expand #IT+, in terms of 5 when m > 0. We do this by
observing that
(1) the terms f nTs)+ r 8.J” that appear in g and have k(v) > 1 have the
property that f n,“$) f3;j 0;: r E 6 ;
(2) the terms 8 n,“p/+ 1 8.:J for which k(q) < 1 are simply of the form q
and we know that in this case ?,$l+ I E (0, ,..., 8,) by Definition 1.1(3), or
equivalently that tfey+ r = 0.
By definition of M(I) we know that @3y+1= 0 for m sufficiently large. This
contradicts the existence of terms of type (l), and hence g is a linear
combination of the tf for q E 3. Thus the image of 3 spans M(I).
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Finally,
suppose
that
C q Ey, c, 4 = 0,
equivalently
that
or
c tle, c, v E (0, ,..., 6’,), for some constants c,. By Lemma 1.3, we may
immediately conclude that the image of q in A(I) is linearly independent
and hence a basis of M(Z).
Q.E.D.
An immediate corollary of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is that Definitions
1.1(2) and (3) imply (1). Another consequence is that although
combinatorial decompositions are far from being unique, if we fix the frame
(8 1,..., t9,), then the generating function
G(t, u) = C tdeg(‘$)‘(v)
vlE.Y

is the same for any combinatorial

decomposition

2. ACM COMPLEXES

(e, .Y, k).

AND HILBERT

SERIES

For a ring R, the prime spectrum of R is the partially ordered set
Spec(R) = {P E R ( P is a prime ideal}. If R is also N graded, then the
projective prime spectrum is the poset
Proj(R) = {P G R 1P is a homogeneous prime ideal, P $ R + ).
For P E Spec(R), we write R, for the localization of R at P and gr(R,) for
the associated graded ring of R,. If R is Noetherian, then so are R, and
gr(R,). We say that R is Cohen-Macaulay at P E Spec(R) if R, or
equivalently
gr(R,)
is CM, and that a subset Q G Spec(R) is
Cohen-Macaulay if R is CM at every P E Q ([ 1,7]).
Let d be a simplicial complex on. the vertex set V. The Stanley-Reisner
or face ring [SJ of d- is the graded K algebra K[A] =
K[X, ( v E VI/(X” 1S G V, S & d). We say that A is Cohen-Macaulay if
K[A] is CM, and that A is almost Cohen-Macaulay (or simply ACM) if for
every u E A\(a), we have thiit the subcomplex link,(o) = {r E A 1z U u E A,
r f7 c = 0) is CM ([2]). The algebraic geometric content of the two
definitions above is given by
PROPOSITION

2.1.

Let A be a finite simplicial complex.

(1)

A is CM if and only uSpec(K[A])

(2)

A is ACM if and only if Proj(K[A])

is CM.
is CM.

ProoJ: This is an easy consequence of the universal coefficient theorem
Q.E.D.
and the fact that the CM property is preserved by localization.
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The rank r(d) of a simplicial complex A is the largest cardinality of a
simplex. We say that A is pure if every maximal simplex of A has r(A)
vertices. The following result is an improvement of [ 2, Theorem 6.5 ] :
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a pure ACM complex on vertex set V. Suppose
that we can partition V into two subsets V, and V, such that A ( V, and
A 1 V, are both pure. Then A 1 V, is also ACM and the inclusion A 1 V, + A
induces linear maps

E?‘(A) -+ $(A 1 V,),
which
i=r(Al

are isomorphism
VI)- 1.

when

i < r(A 1 V,) - 1 and

injective

when

When V can be partitioned as in Theorem 2.2, we say that A is balanced
of we W I VI>, 44 I VJ)- M ore generally, we say that A is balanced of
type (b, ,..., b,J when V may be partitioned into subsets V, ,..., Vk such that
r(A ( Vi) = bi and A ( Vi is pure for every i. The notation is due to Stanley
[9]. If b,=b,=...
= b, = 1, then we say that A is completely balanced. In
this case, if S cr [r(d)], then we write As for A 1Uios Vi.
Proof: One may use the method employed in [2, Theorem 6.51, but a
more succinct proof may be obtained by using the technique described in the
proof of (4, Proposition 3.11.
Q.E.D.
We now use Theorem 2.2 to compute the Hilbert series of the
Stanley-Reisner ring of a completely balanced ACM complex. To avoid
cumbersome notation we abbreviate (tl ,..., t,) to (t) and (8, ,..., 0,) to (e), and
we use the convention that
C
t”fjx(l UI = i) = 1
OG[j-11

when

i= -1.

THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a completely balanced ACM complex of rank r.
Then the Hilbert series of KfA] is

+ P,- 1(t) + (p,(t)/(l
1 -t,-,

- 4))

:H(K[A];

f) =P&)

where pi(t) = C{Z!,
p,(t)

= HW[A

I/(@);

+

p,(t) +

h;(A) CUE[j--II
t) -

C&o

pj(t).

.*
1 -t,

9

t”fix(l UI = i), if j= O,..., r - 1, and
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ProoJ By Theorem 2.2, we can compute &I,)
ISI-

IS’-2

p(A,) = c
i=-i
If we multiply
obtain

for any S c [r],

(-I)’

&(A,) = c
i=-l

(-1)’ &I)

this equation by (-1) “‘-’

+ (-1)‘S’-’

h;,,&l,).

tS and sum over all S c

[r], we

ISI-

Jr1

wYs’-‘P@,)

tS = c

SGIrl

(-1)‘S’-’

&

(-l)‘&(d)

tS

+ c qs,-kfs)tS*
SE III

By a computation due to Stanley (see [4, Proposition 3.2]), the left-hand side
of Eq. (2.1) is H(K[d];
ni=, (1 On the other hand, the second term
on the right-hand side is H(K[d]/(Q
This follows from [4, Theorem 5.11.
Although the result discussed there was only for order complexes of partially
ordered sets, the result easily generalizes to completely balanced complexes.
We therefore have

t)

ti).
t).

IS’-2

H(K[A];

t) fi

(1 - ti) = c

i=l

sr1r1

(-I)‘+’

i&

(-1)i ii(d) tS

+ fwqA I/(@; t).

(2.2)

It remains to find a suitable expression for the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.2).
First we note that K-,(d) = 0 unless d = {a}. In this case it is easy to
verify the theorem directly. Thus we henceforth assume that A # (0). Now
rewrite C/E’;’ as a sum overj E S’, where S’ is obtained from S by deleting
its last element. Let U be the set of elements of S that precedej, and let V be
the set of elements of S that follow j. We recover i as 1U], while S is just
u U {j) U V. As S varies over all subsets of [r] having at least two elements,
j goes from 1 to r - 1, U varies over all subsets of [J’ - 1] and V varies over
all nonempty subsets of [r]\[j]. Thus
ISI-

= x x(lSl>
s E [r]

2)(-l)‘+’

,z, t-1)‘“’

h;,,(A) tS

r-1

=,TIFx(UG
x

(~l)IuI+I”I

[j(-l)l”’

lI)~x(0+

vc [rl\[jl)

h;,,(A) tUtit”
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r-l j-1
=]F, j~o~~(UC

r-1
=

ll)X(lul=i)

Li(A)f”fj

j-l

C

C

ITi

2

i=O

j=1

C, fi
=j+l

i)

X(lr/l=

UC I.-

=;gP,(f)

Combining

[j-

(1

'"tj

-

h

(l-t,)-

1)

k=jtl

11

lk)

-

1).

this with (2.2) gives us
H(K[A];

t) fJ (1 - fi) = rclpj(t)
i=l

j=O

( fi

(1 - tk) - 1)

k=j+l

Q.E.D.

The result now follows easily.

As this paper was being prepared, we learned that Schenzel [5] (see also
[6]) had proved Theorem 2.3 without the requirement that A be completely
balanced.

3. QUASIGENERATORS

AND SEPARATORS

We now give a ring-theoretic interpretation of the peculiar form of the
Hilbert series of K[A] given in Theorem 2.3, by exhibiting a combinatorial
decomposition of K[A]. The calculation of the separators depends on the
factorization of the homomorphism in Theorem 2.2,
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a completely balanced complex of rank r. Let
S f: [r] be a proper subset, and write s for 1S I. Then there are linear maps

l?-‘(A)-%Zs

ann,(t9, ( i & S) -%I?-‘(A,),

where A = K[A]/(Bi ) i E S). Moreover, the composition of the two maps
above is the injective map given by Theorem 2.2.
Proof There is a natural inclusion 4: (?*(A, K) -+ K[A] defined by
$(u*) = n,,,X,,
where u* is the cochain dual to the chain u EA.
Furthermore, the coboundary m.ap 6 on c*(A, K) can be computed in K[A].
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Let fr E K[d] be homogeneous of multidegree
of an element a E c*(A, K) and

T c [r]. Then f, is the image

(3.1)

where n(i, T) is the number of elements of T that precede i. To avoid
cumbersome notation we will henceforth regard ) as an inclusion.
Now 1etfE p(d, K) s K[d] be homogeneous of degree s. Write& for the
homogeneous part of f of multidegree T, where T G [r] and 1TI = s. By
formula (3.1), the homogeneous part of S(J) having multidegree U is easily
seen to be
(3.2)

Therefore if f E Ker(G) then all the above polynomials vanish. In particular,
if U has the form S U {i), for a fixed i @ZS, then we have that
(-1)““J)

Oif, =-

C (-lyU.Wjl)
jes

gifukj,,

and hence that Bi fs E (Oi (j E S). Since this holds for any i 4 S, we can
define a map
y: Ker(F’)

-+ ((ei 1i G S): (Oj (j E S))

by w(f 1 =fs 9

We now show that w(Im(P*))
E (ej )j E S). Let f E Im(6’-*).
so that 6(g) =f: By formula (3.2),

ly(f)=fs

= d(g), = c (-l)““*S\‘j”

Choose g

6, gs\,j,.

is.9

Therefore y/(f)E (0, (jE 5') as desired, and hence y induces a map
I& AS-‘(d)

+ ((Oi 1i @ S): (Si ij E

s))/(e, ]j E S) = ann,(O, ) i 6?G
S).

It remains to define a map
Zs ann,(8, ] i 4 S) --) E?s-‘(A,).
We begin with the inclusion

w:xs((eip& s): (0,I.j~s))-+P’(d,,K).

KENNETH BACLAWSKI
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Now supposethat fE R,(Oj Ij E S) f? ((Bi 1i & S): (Sj Ij E S)). Then we may
write f in the form xjES 8.Jf.,, where& is homogeneousof multidegree S\{j}.
Set gj = (-1 y’fj. Let 6, be the coboundary map of the complex c*(d, , K).
Then S,(cj,s gj) = zjES (-l)j 0, gj = Cjps Ojh =f: Hence the map w
induces a map
Rs ann,(Bi 1i 65S)

=q(ei

) i 4 S):

(ej Ij

Finally
the composition OoW
a: Fe’(A,K)+
c?-‘(A,,K)
given by
a@*) = u*,
= 0,

E

s))/(e, Ij

is

induced

if

oEA,,

if

a&A,.

E s) 2 P-‘(A,).
from

the

map

Q.E.D.

This is precisely the map in Theorem 2.2.

We are now ready to construct the separators for the frame (O,,..., t9,) of

WI*
DEFINITION

3.4.

Let A be as in Lemma 3.1.

(a) For each S f [r] choose sets d(S)
RsK[A] so that

and A?(S) of elements of

(1)
(2)

d(S) C .&((Oi I i @S): (Oj Ij E S));
0(&(S)) is a basis of Im(ti);

(3)

the image of d(S)

(4)

d(S) n 9(S) = 0.

U

9(S)

is a basis of I?’

(A,); and

Using the identifications in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one chooses
M’(S) c &-‘(A,,
K) to form a basis of Im(ti), and then this set is extended
to form a basis d(S)U9(S)
of I?s-‘(A,).
(b) For S = [r ], we define ,cP(S) to be 0 and 9(S) to be any set of
elementsof ZsK[A] whose image in Z?-‘(A) forms a basis.
(c)

The complete set of separators is the union
.4u =

(d)

iJ (,cp(s)usqs)).
sz [rl

The level map k: 9 + N is given by
(1)
(2)

if f E d(S),
iffE

then k(f) = max{j lj E S};

97(S), then k(f) = r.
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We will later see (Theorem 4.1) that when A is ACM the map W is an
isomorphism and hence the set d(S) may be regarded as a basis of
#s’-‘(A).
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a completely balanced complex of rank r. The
set of homogeneouspolynomials

spansK[A],

where (13,,4a,k) is defined in Definition 3.4.

Proof: By [4, Theorem 5. l] it follows that the set {y JJi=, 0;’ 1y E 9,
ni > 0) spans K[A] because 9 defines a basis of @ Cszlrl H’s’-‘(As). For
an expression y nf=i f9yi let l(n, ,..., n,.) be the largest index 1 such that
n, > 0. We wish to show that if l(n, ,..., n,) > k(y), then y nj’=, tY;i is a linear

combination of elements of 6. We do this by induction on degree, and for a
fixed degree n we use induction on Z(n, ,..., n,).
The case n = 0 is trivial; and for fixed n > 0, the case l(nl ,..., n,) = 1 is
vacuous because k(y) > 1 if y E 9’ and A # (0). Next let y nf=, 81’ have
degree n and satisfy nI # 0. If y E 9(S) for some S there is nothing to show,
so we may assume that y E J(S) for some S $ [r] and that E> k(y). By the
choice of y, we know that y E ((ei ] i 6ZS): (Sj lj E S)). Now k(y) is the.
largest element of S and hence Z@ S. Since n, # 0, we have that
JJi=, 0;iE (@,I i&S). Therefore ynizl t9yiE (r3,jjE S), say yni=,
Syi=
Cjes ej gj. Now each gj has degree n - 1 and so by induction is in the span
of g. It follows immediately that y nf=, 0;’ is in the span of UjcS Bjg. Let
p J-I;:B; eyiE 6,
and
consider
pej n”:$) Byi.
If j< k(J),
then
j?ej n:ib/ 8yi E 6. If j > k(J), then since j < I we also have k(j) < 1; hence
pe, JJfLBi f?yi has the form p l-I;=, Byi, where Z(m;,..., m:) < 1. By induction
on Z,/3ej n:LDi t9yi is in the span of 6. Thus every element of iJjcS Bj” is in
the span of a. Therefore, y nj=, Bj is in the span of g and the result
follows.
Q.E.D.
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a completely balanced ACM complex of rank r.
Then (t&Y, k), as defined in Definition 3.4, is a combinatorial decomposition

of WI.
Proof:

The (fine-graded) Hilbert

series of d is easily seen to be

k(Y)
F(t)= c P(Y)
YEY

16
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where deg(y) is the multidegree of y. By the construction of a we have that
j-7(t) = 2:

(,,5,,

tS ‘f

+

(1 - ti)p’ + ,.G,,

tS Ii

i=l

S$[d

(1 -

ti)ml)

i=l

- tJ-1.

x
n ti(l
yeA?([rl) i= 1
k(S)

= C
SFlrl

n

(1

+ (h;S,_,(dS)--d,)

-ti)-l

1’

i=l

il

(1 -Ii)‘)

i=l

+ h;-,(d) t”] n (1 - ti)-l,
i=l

where d, = dim Im(cG) and 0 is the map given in Lemma 3.1. Finally,
rearrange the sum above to give

we

k(S)

‘(t)=

C

SGIVl

dsts fl

(1 -ti)-‘+

i=l

C

(h;s,-, (d,)-ds)tS

fi

i=l

SE 14

(1 -ti)-‘,

where dIrl = 0. By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, it follows that d, > c,,, _ ,(A).
We now use the computation in Theorem 2.3 of the Hilbert series of K[d].
The form most useful to us is (2.3)

H(K[d];t)Irj

(l-ti)=rfpj(t)
i=l

(n

j=O

(l-I,)-l)+H(K[A]/(B);t)

k>/

n (l-b)k>j

1) + 1
sr

K,,,-,(d,)tS,
ITI

where pi(t) = Cjzi l&i) C vELi-lI~(] U] = i) t” tj. Next we rewrite F(t) in a
form that begins to resemble H(K[d]; t), by making the change of variables
S = UU
{k}, where k = k(S)

F(t)= i
k=l

C
UGIk-11

d,u(k]t”tk fi (l--i)-’
i=l

COMBINATORIAL
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Therefore,
F(t) fI (1 - tJ = i
i=l

k=l

r

d”“(k)fUtk

( h

(1 - tJ - 1)

i=ktl

UE$F-11

+ ,I2 h;s,-l(4W
SEIrl
Now form the difference

(H(K[d]; l> - F(t>) fi (l - li)
i=l

Hence,

xt”t,

fj (1+)-l( i=l

fj (l-q-1).
i=l

Now since n;=, (1 - ti)-r - nfZI (1 - ti)-r has _nonnegative coefticients
(and vanishes when k = r) and since d,,,,, > h,,,(d) when k # r, we
conclude that F(t) (H(K[d];
t). On the the other hand, since F(t) is the
generating function of the set d which spans K[d], we also know that
H(K[d]; t) <F(t) and hence that F(t) = iY(K[d]; t). We conclude that d is a
basis for K[d] and as a bonus we also have that d, = h;,,-,(d)
for every
S f [r]. This gives us Definition 1.1(2). Since Definition 1.1(3) holds by
Q.E.D.
definition of 9, Theorem 3.6 follows.

4. HOMOLOGY AND ANNIHILATORS

For a completely balanced CM complex d, the only nonzero cohomology
appears in the top dimension. For this cohomology we can give a ringtheoretic interpretation

I?r-‘(d)~~r]K[d]/(el,...,e,>.
For

a completely

balanced

ACM

complex,

we can have nonzero
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cohomology in every dimension. Our purpose in this section is to give a ringtheoretic expression for every (reduced) cohomology module

where S is any subset of [r] having 1 elements and A(S) = K[d]/(19~ ( i E S).
More precisely, we have
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a completely balanced ACM complex. Then the
map p in Theorem 2.2 is an isomorphism

l/7: B “‘-‘(A)

yRs

ann,&8,1

i 6CS),

for any S s [rank(A)].
Proof: We may assume that S is a proper subset of [rank(A)], since the
case S = 0 is trivial while the case S = [r] follows from [4, Theorem 5.11.
By Theorem 2.2 we know that W is injective; and we also know that if J@‘(S)
is any subset of ((0, ]j E S): (19~] i & S)) w h ose image (under w) is a basis of
Im(G), then Id(S)] = h;,,-,(A). Th e result will follow if we can show that
d(S) spans ann,(,,(8, ] i 6CS).
Let IE Zs ann,,,,(ei ] i & S). Then Bi = 0 in A(S) for any i 6$S. Let 1 be
the largest element of S. Thenfl, E (ej ]j < I) for every i > 1. As in the proof
of Theorem 1.2, we have that YE M(Z), where $ is the image off in A(I). By
Theorem 1.2, we know that 7 can be written as 7 = CVEs, c, ;i; where c, E K
for every q. However, since 7 has multidegree S we must have c, = 0 for
q @d(S) if 1# r. For the time being we assume that I < r. Thus

Returning to A(S), the equations above imily

that

However, the expression above has multidegree S while any homogeneous
element of (e,,...,0,) having this multidegree is necessarily of the form
&s h.Pj and hence is in (ej ]jE S). Therefore we have that
f = c?lsf(sf cq% and the result follows in the case 1< r.
To obtain the general case we note that the choice of d(S) and of 59(S)
does not depend on the ordering of elements of [r]; only the level function
requires this order. Thus any other total order on [r] will produce a new
combinatorial decomposition (B’, 9, k’), having the same set of separators.
Since S is a proper subset of [r], we can choose a total order on [r] so that

COMBINATORIAL

DECOMPOSITION
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the largest elements of S and of [r] are different, and this is all we need for
the proof above to apply.
Q.E.D.
The requirement in Theorem 4.1 that A be completely balanced may
always be arranged by passing to the barycentric subdivision. It is not clear
whether we can omit the requirement that A be ACM, but experimental
evidence suggests that one can weaken this hypothesis or possibly even omit
it entirely.
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